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'Invitations To Collude' Targeted By US And EU Enforcement
Law360, New York (October 7, 2016, 9:59 AM EDT) -This year antitrust regulators in the U.S. and EU have demonstrated a continuing
commitment to investigating business practices that may adversely affect
competition, but that do not constitute the “hardcore” behavior that businesses
traditionally focus on when formulating antitrust guidelines for their personnel.
While these practices fall through the cracks of some antitrust laws, they do not
escape the attention of others, like the Federal Trade Commission Act.[1] For
businesses operating in the U.S. or EU, such attention can involve costly and
resource draining governmental investigations and consent orders, and can inspire
private lawsuits.[2] Because these types of regulator challenges extend to
“invitations to collude,” often involving unilateral pricing activity, businesses that
publicly post price increases for products or services should tread carefully when
formulating the language of their price announcements.
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Slipping Into the Legal Gray Zone: Business Practices Involving Competitors That
Do Not Result in Unlawful Cartels But May Precipitate Antitrust Regulator Action
Businesses know agreements between competitors that lessen competition for
customers can be a very dangerous and risky strategy. The antitrust laws, with rare
exception, frown on such competition diminishing behavior. The U.S. Department
of Justice and the European Commission aggressively target “hardcore cartels” that
engage in practices like price-fixing, customer allocation, market division and bid
rigging.[3] On the other end of the spectrum, businesses can safely pursue purely
competitive practices without fear of antitrust challenge. In a vibrantly competitive
market, businesses compete for sales of products or services to consumers through
attractive pricing and other strategies that benefit consumers (e.g., free product
shipping).
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Unfortunately, the line between lawful and unlawful competitive behavior is not
always black and white. Such is the case with “invitations to collude.” Invitations
involve an “improper communication from a firm to an actual or potential
competitor that the firm is ready and willing to coordinate on price or output or
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other important terms of competition.”[4] They are “efforts by one competitor” to
get a rival to enter into an “anti-competitive agreement”[5] that reduces
competition on matters such as pricing, production, customers, bids, or territories.
A primary concern with invitations is that they can blossom into unlawful agreements to restrain
trade.[6] Yet even in the absence of agreement, an invitation can “nonetheless violate the spirit of the

antitrust laws insofar as it threatens harm to competition without countervailing benefits.”[7]
An invitation can be as bold as one competitor asking another competitor to agree that both increase
their prices or agree not to compete for each other’s customers. For instance, in August 2016, the
Federal Trade Commission filed a complaint against, and entered into a consent order with, a company
that met with its competitor and communicated “dissatisfaction” with the competitor’s lower pricing
and “its preference that both” increase their pricing multipliers when bidding to contractors.[8]
On the other hand, an invitation can be subtle and indirect, such as when one competitor signals other
competitors about its pricing intentions through press releases or other public channels. For example, in
July 2016, the EC extracted “commitments” (in essence, a consent decree) from 14 container shipping
carriers to revise the industry’s practice of publicly announcing intended price increases.[9] The
increases did not involve direct price communications between the carriers, though the carriers
presumably learned of one another’s increases because of the public nature of the announcements.
In these FTC and EC proceedings, neither regulator concluded that any competitor accepted any other
competitor’s invitation to collude or, consequently, that any competitors reached an agreement.
Indeed, in both jurisdictions, regulators need not prove that competitors conspired before proceeding
with an enforcement decision. The FTC has noted:
The Commission has long held that an invitation to collude violates Section 5 of the FTC Act even
where there is no proof that the competitor accepted the invitation.[10]
Similarly, the EC has stated it can:
conclude an antitrust investigation by making commitments …. Such a decision does not conclude
that there is an infringement of the EU antitrust rules.[11]
Antitrust Regulators Possess Broad Flexibility to Investigate Business Practices
The U.S. Supreme Court has long recognized the FTC has “broad powers to declare trade practices unfair
… even though such practices may not actually violate” the Sherman or Clayton acts.[12] Last year, the
FTC embraced the breadth of its powers, stating, “Section 5’s ban on unfair methods of competition
encompasses not only those acts and practices that violate the Sherman or Clayton Act but also those
that contravene the spirit of the antitrust laws and those that, if allowed to mature or complete, could
violate the Sherman or Clayton Act.”[13] Accordingly, the FTC may “arrest trade restraints in their
incipiency,” before an actual violation has occurred.[14]
The FTC’s statutory authority to arrest incipient behavior rests in Section 5 of the FTC Act.[15] Section
5(a)(1) reads: “Unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce … are hereby declared
unlawful.”[16] This language begs the question: What does it mean for a trade practice to be an “unfair”
method of competition? The Supreme Court has addressed this question only with broad brush strokes:
The standard of “unfairness” [is] an elusive one, encompassing not only practices that violate the
Sherman Act and the other antitrust laws … but also practices that the Commission determines
are against public policy for other reasons.”[17]
Statements like this have left lower courts, and the FTC itself, uncertain as to the types of conduct that
justify condemnation under Section 5(a)(1). The Second Circuit has opined that “doubt” exists “as to the
types of otherwise legitimate conduct that are lawful and those that are not.”[18] This doubt extends to

conduct falling under the umbrella of an invitation to collude: “the type of communications that will
prove an unlawful ‘invitation to collude’ is unclear.”[19]
In an effort to provide further guidance, the FTC issued a “statement of enforcement” in August 2015.
The FTC approaches Section 5 investigations on a “flexible case-by-case basis,” guided by three
principles in “deciding whether to challenge an act or practice as an unfair method of competition in
violation of Section 5 on a standalone basis.”[20] Antitrust practitioners generally, including some within
the FTC, have found the statement and its principles to be too vague to be of substantial value to
businesses operating in the U.S. FTC Commissioner Maureen Ohlhausen has opined that the statement
“raises many more questions than it answers,” and may “ultimately lead to more, not less, uncertainty
and burdens for the business community.”[21] And, FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez has recognized that
“our policy statement prescribes no detailed code of regulations for the business community at
large.”[22] The chairwoman herself favors a “common-law approach” to assessing conduct’s affect on
competition “rather than a prescriptive codification of precisely what conduct is prohibited.”[23]
In the EU, the EC can initiate investigations, including on its own initiative,[24] into practices that may be
anti-competitive. The EC can complete investigations by reaching, under Article 9 of Regulation 1/2003,
a commitment decision.[25] The commitment “instrument is novel and the conditions for its use are
flexible.”[26] The EC will decide to use a commitment when:




it placates the “Commission’s initial competition concerns,”
conduct does not rise to the level of a “hardcore cartel,” and
resolution is justified by “efficiency reasons.”[27]

In both the U.S. and EU then, antitrust regulators apply a “flexible” approach to assessing whether
competitive behavior should be subject to enforcement action. This flexibility allows regulators the
ability to initiate investigations into virtually any conduct that raises competitive concerns in a market,
even when the conduct is unlikely to have contravened an antitrust rule. For businesses, the sweeping
breadth of this flexibility, in the absence of further guidance from regulators, should impact their
decision-making on two primary factors that play into whether a market is acting competitively — price
and output.[28] If a company’s practices, on either score, may be perceived as inviting competitors to
collude, those practices can spark antitrust regulator inquiry.
Invitations to Collude Are a Continuing Target of U.S. and EU Enforcement Activity
U.S. Enforcement
FTC Chairwoman Ramirez noted last year that the FTC has, for several years, brought cases targeting
invitations to collude.[29] While she remarked that the FTC’s pursuit of invitations to collude “was
controversial at first,” she emphasized cases in this area are “now an accepted fixture of our standalone
[FTC Act] Section 5 enforcement activity.”[30] In FTC invitation cases, price often is the driving force
behind Section 5 enforcement actions.[31]
For Section 5 invitation actions, predicated on pricing conduct, the FTC’s practice is to allege a defendant
solicited a competitor, through public, and in some instances private statements, to enter into a price
fixing agreement that, if consummated, would violate the Sherman or Clayton Act.[32] In In re McWane,
for example, the FTC alleged McWane violated Section 5(a)(1) by “inviting [its competitors] to
participate in a per se illegal price fixing conspiracy” through pricing letters it sent to customers.[33]

EU Enforcement
In the EU, the closest counterpart to Section 5 of the FTC Act is Article 101 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (the provision prohibiting anti-competitive agreements). While,
importantly, Article 101 does not apply to purely unilateral conduct, it catches “concerted practices” —
a somewhat ambiguous concept referring to a form of coordination falling short of a full agreement but
exceeding purely unilateral conduct. The EC has shown a willingness to stretch this concept to catch
even the most informal arrangements, and the EC’s horizontal guidelines make clear that, in the right
circumstances, unilateral announcements can lead to a finding of a concerted practice that breaches
Article 101:
Where a company makes a unilateral announcement that is also genuinely public … this generally
does not constitute a concerted practice …. However, depending on the facts … the possibility of
finding a concerted practice cannot be excluded, for example in a situation where such an
announcement was followed by public announcements by other competitors … [it] could prove to
be a strategy for reaching a common understanding.[34]
Even though this EC statement stretches Article 101 to its limits to cover seemingly unilateral behavior,
the EC has displayed a continuing interest in invitations to collude, as demonstrated by its previously
referenced July, 2016 commitment decision.[35] In that case, the EC, “on its own initiative,” instituted
an investigation into a noted method of inviting collusion: price signaling — the use of public price
announcements to communicate pricing intentions to competitors. Specifically, the EC examined a
dozen-plus carriers’ practice of issuing general rate increases (“GRI”) through the press or other public
channels. These price announcements did not state a fixed final price or bind the carriers to implement
the proposed increase, and pre-dated the intended (but not locked) date of increase by three to five
weeks. During the pre-increase period, while a carrier’s GRI was pending, other carriers tended to
publicly announce their pricing intentions.
The EC’s concern with the GRIs was twofold. It believed the GRIs (1) heightened the likelihood of price
coordination by reducing uncertainty among competitors about competitive pricing strategies through a
method that generated minimal risk for individual carriers, and (2) offered questionable benefit to
customers because the nonbinding increases could not be relied on by customers in making purchase
decisions.[36]
To alleviate the EC’s concerns, the commitments required the carriers’ price announcements, going
forward, to be (1) binding, (2) definite as to foundational elements of total price, and (3) publicized no
more than 31 days before implementation.[37] The EC believed these measures would provide procompetitive “price transparency for customers” and “reduce the likelihood of concerted price signaling
by binding the carriers to the prices announced.”
Like the FTC’s Section 5 actions, the EC’s Article 9 commitment decision did not require a finding of a
violation of established antitrust rules. At most, the EC concluded the carriers’ use of the GRIs “may
have” harmed competition and “may have” raised prices.[38]
EU Member State Enforcement
In Europe, beyond the EC, EU member state competition authorities also may target seemingly
unilateral pricing activity. For instance, in 2014, the Dutch competition authority extracted

commitments from three mobile network operators that had made unilateral public announcements
about future strategies and intended price increases at telecom conferences and in the media.[39]
These statements were not binding or finalized when made. The Dutch competition authority found
these unilateral announcements reduced strategic uncertainty in the markets and may have allowed for
coordination on pricing and other strategy by competitors. To address these concerns, the operators
agreed to refrain from making public statements about “nonfinalized” decisions and to set up
compliance programs to ensure they did not make such announcements.
Factors to Consider When Publicly Communicating Price Information
Given the FTC and EC’s attention to invitations to collude and the fact-specific, case-by-case flexibility
they possess in investigating such purported conduct, companies using public communications to advise
consumers of their pricing strategy should take seriously the reach of the antitrust regulators’ authority
and consider it when formulating price announcements. Unfortunately, that exercise is complicated by
the fact that regulators have not thoroughly defined for the business community safe harbor practices
that insulate conduct from allegations of impropriety. Moreover, the exercise is further complicated in
the U.S. by the FTC’s reliance, in evaluating company conduct, on the “rule of reason,”[40] an analytical
approach U.S. federal judges admit can be difficult to apply.[41]
Despite these complications, regulator historical activity in the area, when observed against the
backdrop of the antitrust laws generally, highlights some of the factors companies should weigh in
drafting and disseminating pricing information.
1. Price Announcements Generally
Publicly releasing price information, by itself, is generally lawful; hiccups emerge when a company’s
unilateral act can be viewed as soliciting or responding to other competitors’ conduct.[42] Always ask
yourself, before making a public price announcement, whether it could be construed by competitors as
an invitation to collude.
2. Direct Communications Between Competitors
Competitor contacts about price increase announcements or the implementation of price changes
pursuant to those announcements — that occur prior to issuing the announcement or implementing the
change — may well attract regulator attention.[43] Consistent with standard “do’s and don’ts”
promulgated as part of an antitrust compliance policy,[44] employees should not communicate with
competitors in a manner that could be construed as seeking agreement on conduct that could violate
the antitrust laws (e.g., price-fixing, customer allocation, market or territory division). Conversely, if an
employee is approached with what she interprets to be a solicitation to collude, she should
unambiguously tell the competitor that the company will not engage in anything illegal and thereafter
report it to company counsel. Similarly, if a competitor does not make contact directly but mentions a
company in a public announcement about future pricing, company employees should report the activity
to counsel.
3. Communications Through Trade Associations
If a regulator is investigating an entity’s price announcements, it likely will scrutinize trade association
conduct relating to the pricing behavior.[45] A company, active in a trade association, should ensure the
association conducts meetings and information exchanges on pricing and other benchmarking activities

consistent with antitrust best practices. To ensure consistency, associations should consult with their
competition law counsel.[46]
4. Market Concentration
Markets with few competitors are considered susceptible to collusion, and while competitors in a
concentrated (or oligopolistic) market may engage in interdependent activity that itself is not illegal, the
FTC has pursued companies in these markets.[47] If a supplier in a concentrated market, a company
should gauge whether its competitive activity is supported by facts showing it is acting consistent with
its self interest and not because of contacts with competitors, such as exchanges of assurances (e.g., “If
you cut output I will too”).
5. Substance of Price Announcement — Does it Benefit Consumers or Competitors?
Announcements should not include unnecessary information, and should focus on facts that assist
consumers in reaching purchase or other decisions pertinent to their personal or business needs rather
than information that arguably does not serve such a legitimate purpose. For instance, disseminating
price information about which consumers “do not care,” but competitors do, can raise significant
problems.[48] Accordingly, before issuing an announcement, a company should ask, for each statement
in the announcement, “how does this statement benefit my customers or otherwise assist the
industry?” If the statement primarily aids competitors, rather than consumers, the prudent course is to
remove it from the announcement.
6. Timing of Announcements
Announcements should be timed to match the realities of the marketplace. For instance, in the building
construction market, advanced notice of price increases by several weeks can serve a valuable function
for builders who bid contracts well in advance of commencing work.[49]
7. Price Leaders and Followers
Industries in which competitors publicly announce price changes from time to time and lead or follow
one another’s announcements can draw scrutiny, particularly if increases seem inconsistent with market
dynamics (e.g., increasing price during a time of decreasing demand). Whether a price leader or
follower, a company should thoroughly weigh the benefits and risks of announcing a pricing action,
including an assessment of whether a decision to increase is evidenced by a demonstrable unilateral,
independent business judgment, supported by contemporaneous, internal company communications.
8. Announcement Method
The medium used to announce does not create a shield from investigation. Whether transmitted
through a press release, social media, company website, blast emails, or an earnings call, an
announcement likely will reach a competitor and, therefore, can still trigger an invitation to collude
inquiry.[50]
9. Preserving Uncertainty[51]
Practices that reduce uncertainty on the pricing and associated strategies of competitors can be anticompetitive and attract antitrust regulator scrutiny.[52] Avoid price announcements that attempt,

explicitly or implicitly, to remove uncertainty for an announcing party’s competitors, or as between that
party and its competitors. For example, the FTC identifies as problematic public statements that
encourage the termination of “price wars.”[53] Instead, announcements should focus on the sellerbuyer relationship, assisting customer knowledge while providing the seller flexibility as circumstances
permit.[54] Announcements are for purchasers, not competitors, and, accordingly, prospective pricing
actions should not be contingent on how a competitor will react.
While each of the above factors is relevant to an assessment of the risks and opportunities stemming
from a price increase announcement and how it is articulated, the factors should be reviewed, with
other relevant market criteria, collectively; not in isolation.[55] Moreover, a holistic assessment in the
U.S. should be performed with due consideration to the dynamic rule of reason, the FTC’s analytical tool
of choice under Section 5. To artfully navigate the legal complexity of an assessment, company
personnel with pricing responsibility may be best served by enlisting the assistance and guidance of
company counsel.
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[49] Reserve Supply Corp. v. Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp., 971 F.2d 37, 54 (7th Cir. 1992) (stating
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